Skin matters! The role of keratinocytes in nociception: a rational argument for the development of topical analgesics
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Abstract: Treatment of neuropathic pain using topical formulations is still in its infancy. Only few topical analgesic formulations have become available for clinical use, and among these, analgesic creams are still rare. This is unfortunate because analgesic creams offer a number of advantages over patches, such as convenience, ease of adapting the frequency of application, and dose, and “rubbing cream where it hurts” involves the patient much more in the therapeutic process compared to patches and other localized treatment modalities. Although the literature supporting the efficacy and safety of analgesic creams (mostly compounded) is growing since the last decade, most pain physicians have not yet noticed and appreciated the therapeutic potential and clinical value of these creams. This is most probably due to a prejudice that topical application should need to act transdermally, more or less as a slow-release formulation, such as in patches delivering opioids. We will discuss this prejudice and show that there are multiple important targets in the skin to be reached by topical analgesic or anti-inflammatory compounds, and that the keratinocyte is one of those targets. By specifically targeting the keratinocyte, analgesia seems possible, effective, and safe, and thus topical analgesic creams may hold promise as a novel treatment modality for neuropathic pain.
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Introduction

Topical preparations including analgesics are popular among people and a wide variety of them are used as over-the-counter products. However, there is a paucity of topical analgesic compounds in medical practice. One of the reasons is that peripheral mechanisms in chronic pain have not enjoyed the same degree of attention as central mechanisms. Peripheral mechanisms have long been discovered and described in experimental biology of the skin and peripheral nerves, but this has not been translated into mainstream clinical practice. The objective of this article is to elucidate that peripheral mechanisms are highly relevant for the development of topical treatments for neuropathic pain. Furthermore, the authors aim to bring forth some building blocks for creating a solid foundation for the development of topical analgesia based on varying pharmacological mechanisms of action.

Since more than a decade, there has been a growing interest in topical analgesics, and they are currently discussed as a mainstream option for treating different classes of pain.¹⁻⁵ Such formulations are said to be effective, without troublesome local or systemic side effects, and various formulations such as patches, creams, and gels
have become available for the prescribing physician. Most of these formulations deliver drugs systemically to act as transdermal delivery systems, whereas lidocaine patches and capsaicin cream and patches mainly act locally without causing any direct systemic effect. Still a significant cohort of pain physicians harbor the belief that topical analgesics need to penetrate transdermally to build up serum levels of the active drug to be efficacious. This is because they feel peripheral mechanisms supporting chronic pain are either absent or not proven to be conclusive.

Such a view has been a road block for the development of novel compounds that act locally with a topical exertion of their action. Surprisingly, some active compounds in topical analgesics have a multitude of effects on different cells in the skin, which all have broad biological functions. In nociception and immunity, supporting the rationale for the treatment of neuropathic pain via the skin. In order to create a new understanding for the putative role of topical analgesia in a stepwise manner, five argumentative elements need to be outlined before we explore all research findings supporting our thesis.

Five elements supporting the use of topical analgesia

The line of thinking we explore in this article is as follows:

1. The skin is rich in structures cross talking to each other, contributing to peripheral sensitization, and keratinocytes are hitherto a neglected factor and a potential target.
2. In many states of peripheral neuropathy, mild inflammation contributes to the pathogenesis of pain via activation of nociceptors and related skin structures.
3. Peripheral sensitization is a contributing factor for central sensitization and continuous pathogenetic impulses from the periphery might further consolidate and aggrivate central sensitization via kindling and potentiation phenomena.
4. Selecting peripheral targets in the epidermis, such as keratinocytes, and inhibiting mild peripheral inflammatory cascades will decrease peripheral sensitization loops.
5. Compounding specific active pharmaceutical ingredients in a topical cream base, without the necessity to deliver the compounds transdermally, have the potential to add to our pharmacological armamentarium in the treatment of neuropathic pain.

We will discuss research findings supporting each of these elements by discussing the biological roles of the 1) keratinocyte related to peripheral sensitization and low-grade peripheral inflammation, 2) network of interplay between keratinocytes, nociceptors, and other non-neuronal cells and their autacoids and neurotransmitters, and 3) various neuronal cell-related and immune-related receptors on the keratinocytes. Based on this structure of argumentation, the authors follow by postulating that transdermal penetration of the active compound may not be required for analgesic activity, because many targets for these analgesics are to be found in the various components of the epidermis. Therefore, skin matters in the treatment of neuropathic pain.7

Focus on the keratinocyte

Generations of medical students and doctors have been taught that the keratinocyte is nothing more than a building block of the skin and accounts for the majority of the cells in the dermis. This is epitomized in a leading textbook on histology from the early part of last century in which the characteristics of the stratum corneum were described, without even mentioning the keratinocyte. Researchers over the past 30 years have identified that the keratinocytes are not solely programmed to synthesize keratin and subsequently to differentiate terminally into the protective stratum corneum, but also have specialized biological functions. Keratinocytes are in close functional contact with the sensory afferent nerves, and stimulation of keratinocytes alone is sufficient to induce nociception-related neurophysiological responses. This has also been explored in a different model and activation of keratinocytes expressing channel rhodopsin via blue light can produce action potentials. Keratinocytes express a number of receptors and synthesize neuropeptides, neurotransmitters, and autacoids31 and are also involved in localized inflammatory processes. It is to be acknowledged that these cells may have a key role in the pathogenesis of neuropathic pain. Studies carried out by a specific experimental model for delivering thermal and mechanical stimuli without simultaneously affecting both the keratinocytes and the underlying nerve fibers demonstrated that in response to noxious stimuli, the keratinocyte on its own accord can release several compounds, such as calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), adenosine triphosphate (ATP), acetylcholine, glutamate, various growth factors, cytokines, chemokines, and many other autacoids that play a role in neural and immune mechanisms. Furthermore, there are a number of findings pointing out the role of low-grade peripheral neurogenic inflammation in neuropathic pain, and such inflammation could also contribute to chronic keratinocyte stimulation and peripheral sensitization.
Low-grade peripheral neurogenic inflammation

The concept of low-grade inflammation in the pathogenesis of many chronic disorders is currently widely accepted. We now have a better understanding of the devastating role of chronic low-grade inflammation in disorders varying from obesity and diabetes mellitus to even cardiovascular conditions like atherosclerosis. However, better understanding and appreciation of the role of chronic low-grade neurogenic inflammation in various neuropathies are still lacking. This is illustrated in examples of axonal neuropathies in diabetes, sarcoidosis-associated neuropathy, and other small fiber neuropathies, as well as post-infectious neuropathies as seen in Borreliosis, Epstein-Barr virus, hepatitis C, leprosy, HIV, and post-herpetic neuralgia (PHN). Such low-grade, secondary inflammation has also been identified in Charcot-Marie-Tooth type 1 neuropathies as a disease amplifier and is proposed as a new target for therapy.

All these abovementioned cases of low-grade inflammatory processes may lead to peripheral nerve damage and consequently trigger enhanced transmitter release within the spinal cord and subsequently lead to central sensitization. Thus, increased peripheral input through primary afferents and peripheral sensitization are clearly involved in contributing toward central sensitization and the maintenance of neuropathic pain, and most probably also in the chronification of acute pain as seen in post-surgical pain syndromes. The fact that in some cases topically administered analgesic cream leads to pain reduction in central neuropathic pain states might hint on a more neuroplastic relationship between peripheral and central sensitization as envisaged by several authors. After peripheral nerve injury, various immunocompetent cells as well as fibroblasts are recruited to the injured site and interact with resident cells such as mast cells, keratinocytes, and dendritic cells. All these lead to the, often described, release of a cascade of inflammatory mediators, resulting in disruption of sensory processing, and induce a cycle of local chronic neurogenic inflammation and subsequently lead to a chronic pain state. Certain sodium channels, such as the Na\textsubscript{1.8} channel, are present in nociceptive primary afferent neurons, A\text{-}\text{δ} and C fibers, and participate in inflammatory hyperalgesia. These channels are instrumental in the maintenance of persistent hypernociception in chronic inflammatory states. The functional interaction between various intracellular second messengers and the Na\textsubscript{1.8} channel in primary sensory neurons has been demonstrated to be an important mechanism for the maintenance of the inflammatory persistent hypernociception.

Pro-inflammatory cytokines can further induce the expression of nociceptive relevant receptors, such as the α\text{-}1a-adrenoceptor subtype, on a number of cells in the injured tissue and on keratinocytes. These receptors are also expressed on nerve fibers distributed in the skin. Noradrenaline itself may act on these upregulated alpha1a-adrenoceptors leading to further production of the pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as interleukin-6 (IL-6) and pain. In addition, peripheral nerve injury provokes upregulation of α\text{-}1-adrenoceptors not only on surviving nociceptive afferents but also on keratinocytes in the skin. This forms the rationale for the efficacy of the α\text{-}1a antagonist prazosin in a topical cream preparation, which seemed to attenuate sensitivity to tactile stimuli in patients with complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS).

Studies on CRPS reveal that the keratinocyte plays a role in the initiation of central sensitization; the fact that a peripheral applied topical cream can attenuate symptoms of CRPS supports our thesis, described under the points 1 to 5 in “Five elements supporting the use of topical analgesia” section. In a CRPS model, upregulated IL-1β mRNA and protein expression in hind paw skin keratinocytes was observed; while IL-1β could induce mechanical allodynia and stimulate keratinocyte NGF expression in the skin, NGF could lead to nociceptive sensitization. A comparable role for the keratinocyte in neuropathic pain has been documented via the analysis of punch biopsies in herpes zoster patients with immunofluorescent staining for TRPV1 in the epidermal keratinocytes. TRPV1 mRNA and protein levels were significantly higher in the affected epidermis than in control epidermis and were correlated with the degree of pain.

Skin matters: the network of keratinocytes, non-neuronal cells, and nerve endings

Keratinocytes are the most abundant cells in the skin, but the keratinocyte is not the only area of interest in relation to nociception and peripheral sensitization in the skin. There is an intimate interplay between non-neuronal cells such as keratinocytes and various dermal immunocompetent cells, the dendritic cells and mast cells, as well as with the free nerve endings in the skin. Each of these components is able to cross talk with any other component, and a network of interactive factors brings these key players together in the process of nociception and peripheral sensitization.

Keratinocytes contribute to the initial transduction process through regulated release of many neuroactive...
In the past, it has already been pointed out that non-neuronal cells such as the mast cells cross talk with nerve endings, and this was the basis for the efficacy of the autacoid palmitoylethanolamide (PEA) in various mast cell-related disorders as well as in neuropathic pain. Neocinceptors terminate in the periphery as free nerve endings and can directly be in contact with injured tissue; therefore, any cell in the epidermis can serve as a potential sensory receptor for injury. The close apposition of keratinocytes with such sensory afferents was already identified as early as in 1995. The interplay between keratinocytes and the primary nerve endings takes place through the entire epidermis on multiple levels, as different neuronal subpopulations terminate in different layers of the epidermis, giving rise to spatially segregated epidermal innervations.

Pathological stimulation of keratinocytes leads to central sensitization. In a keratinocyte stimulation paradigm, TRPV1 can be activated by 4-hydroxy-tamoxifen in vitro keratinocyte cultures as well as in vivo models. The latter was via the topical application on the glabrous skin of the hind paw of mice. It has been observed that the stimulation of keratinocyte alone is sufficient to induce strong expression of the neuronal activation marker c-fos, in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, and evoke pain behavior. Other findings also support this line of thought. Overexpression of neurotrophins in the keratinocyte leads to neurochemical and neurophysiological changes in sensory neurons, and these skin-derived factors are also important in the development of sensory afferents during the embryonic development.

Keratinocytes: receptor-dense cells

The following discussion on recent findings related to a number of receptors on the keratinocyte would bring a more robust argument into the understanding and development of topical analgesics. Various sensory receptors and inflammatory markers are expressed on keratinocytes as well as on unmyelinated nerve fibers. These receptors play a role in nociception and include both neuronal-related receptors as well as immune-related receptors: α1-adrenoceptors; voltage-gated sodium channels Na, 1.1, Na, 1.2, Na, 1.5, Na, 1.6, Na, 1.7, and Na, 1.8; temperature-sensitive transient receptor potential ion channels (thermoTRPs) such as the TRPV1–4, substance P (SP), and neurokinin A; endothelin receptors such as endothelin-1 (ET1) receptors and MrgX3 and MrgX4 receptors; Toll-like receptors; ecto-5'-nucleotidase (NT5E); inflammatory markers such as NALP1 and caspase-1; and interleukin receptors such as IL-1β and IL-31, to mention a few. This article is not aimed at extensively discussing all these receptors but will focus on a few putative key neuronal receptors on the keratinocyte and their role in nociception.

Neuronal-related receptors on the keratinocyte

ThermoTRPs, such as TRPV1–4 receptors, as well as the TRPA1 channels are overexpressed in epidermal keratinocytes. It seems quite relevant that such receptors in patients suffering from distal small nerve fiber neuropathy and diabetic neuropathy are moderately to strongly expressed on keratinocytes. Such receptors are also hypothesized to play a role in “people with sensitive skin” and in nociception and are hypothesized as potential new targets for the treatment of pain. Endogenous ligands for such receptors, such as farnesyl pyrophosphate, an endogenous TRPV3 activator, can induce nociception. Furthermore, the intracellular pathway triggered by TRPV3 activation is believed to be the calcium- and cyclooxygenase-1 (COX1)-dependent release of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2). TRPV3 was found to be significantly increased in keratinocytes from pruritic burn scars compared to keratinocytes from non-pruritic burn scars, and it has been noted that itch and pain have many common signaling pathways. Thermal pain sensitivity can also be modulated by prostaglandin signaling downstream of keratinocyte TRPV3 receptor. Furthermore, PGE2 is an autacoid by which keratinocyte TRPV3 channels can communicate with cutaneous sensory nerve endings. This interplay between PGE2, sensory transduction, and TRP channels is consistent with the established role of PGE2 as a nociceptive mediator. It is therefore of great interest to explore the efficacy of novel drug candidates from the autacoid class of resolvins, maresins, and protectins as putative leads in topical creams, as these autacoids can modify inflammatory overactivity due to prostaglandin signaling, as was already pointed out for corneal disorders. Furthermore, these compounds can specifically inhibit the TRPV3 activation and thus lead to achieving peripheral analgesia. This would be of more use than combining TRPV antagonists with COX inhibitors, as COX inhibitors may also inhibit the synthesis of important autacoids from the resolvin, maresin, and protectin class, thus inhibiting important pro-resolving pathways.

TRPV4 ion channels can be found both in epidermal keratinocytes and in innervating sensory neurons. TRPV4 has been identified as a critical receptor on the keratinocyte in an excess ultraviolet B model, inducing the keratinocyte in a pain-generator cell. Both TRPV3 and TRPV4 have found to be significantly increased in keratinocytes in breast pain tissues.
Voltage-gated sodium channels, such as Na\(_{\text{v}}\) 1.1, Na\(_{\text{v}}\) 1.2, Na\(_{\text{v}}\) 1.5, Na\(_{\text{v}}\) 1.6, Na\(_{\text{v}}\) 1.7, and Na\(_{\text{v}}\) 1.8, have been localized on keratinocytes in human skin biopsies from patients suffering from CRPS type 1 and PHN.\(^\text{34}\) This led to the suggestion that pathological increases in these sodium channels may contribute to pain via epidermal ATP release. This ATP release leads to an excessive activation of P2X receptors on primary sensory axons and this triggers peripheral windup.\(^\text{34}\)

Increased expression of \(\alpha_1\)-adrenoceptors has been documented on nociceptive afferents and keratinocytes in a CRPS model and this topic was discussed earlier in this article.\(^\text{59}\) Peptide ET1 receptors are expressed in a variety of other cell types in skin, including keratinocytes, as well as on small-diameter nociceptive neurons.\(^\text{60}\) ET1 receptors in a mouse model for cancer-related pain demonstrated an increase in the number of keratinocytes.\(^\text{61}\) NT5E (CD73) is a membrane-anchored protein which can influence nociception by hydrolyzing AMP to adenosine. NT5E is located on epidermal keratinocytes, various cells of the dermis, and on nociceptive axon terminals in the epidermis.\(^\text{62}\) Neuropeptides such as SP and CGRP induce nociceptive sensitization by enhancing IL-1\(\beta\) production in keratinocytes. This upregulation of IL-1\(\beta\) is suggested to be induced by a NALP1 inflammation-dependent pathway.\(^\text{63}\) The same neuropeptides cause a further upregulation of neuropeptide receptor expression in keratinocytes and lead to an increase in the secretion of SP and CGRP by keratinocyte, suggesting an autacoid amplification of neuropeptide signaling. Such amplification leads to enhanced IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-\(\alpha\)) secretion in keratinocytes.\(^\text{64}\) CGRP expression in epidermal keratinocytes is especially high in the skin of patients suffering from PHN and CRPS type 1, and in an animal model of AIDS and in a sciatic nerve chronic constriction model.\(^\text{65}\)

### Keratinocytes and immune-related receptors and markers

In the closing decade of the last century, it was already hypothesized that skin keratinocytes that express NGF after loss of contact with the axon, as in painful diabetic neuropathy, still produce substantial quantities of NGF. Subsequently, sprouting nerve fibers in the skin are exposed to a relative excess of NGF and are more susceptible to NGF, resulting in hyperalgesia.\(^\text{56}\) It was the Nobel laureate Rita Levi-Montalcini who in the same period pointed out that cells producing NGF in the skin, such as the mast cells, are potential targets for topical modulation with autacoids, and she proved her hypothesis using the autacoid PEA, a compound currently available as a food supplement as well as a 1% topical cream.\(^\text{67}\)

Keratinocyte activation and proliferation is also hypothesized to be a factor contributing to the pathogenesis of CRPS, as demonstrated in a distal tibia fracture model. Keratinocyte activation to chronic keratinocyte proliferation and a strong upregulation of IL-1\(\beta\), IL-6, and TNF-\(\alpha\) mRNA and protein levels in skin, as well as a significant upregulation of NGF-\(\beta\) in keratinocytes.\(^\text{68}\) Inflammatory markers such as NALP1, caspase-1, and IL-1\(\beta\) are co-expressed in keratinocytes, and the number of NALP1, caspase-1, and IL-1\(\beta\) positive cells also rise dramatically after 4 weeks in such a model.\(^\text{69}\) CGRP is expressed by keratinocytes and is increased in painful skin sites from humans with PHN and CRPS type 1. In animal models of inflammatory and nerve injury, CGRP-induced pain-related CGRP receptor components such as CRLR, RAMP1, and RCP have been found to be expressed by keratinocytes. CGRP promotes several functional changes in keratinocytes, including proliferation and cytokine production.\(^\text{69}\) Moreover, it was observed that increase in keratinocyte CGRP immunolabeling does not even require a local inflammatory cascade.\(^\text{65}\)

The keratinocytes, however, can also play a role in anti-nociception. CB2 activation by cannabinoid and non-cannabinoid cannabis compounds, such as \(\beta\)-caryophyllene and tetracyclic triterpene euphol, leads to the local release of analgesic compounds such as the endogenous opioid \(\beta\)-endorphin from keratinocytes.\(^\text{70,71}\) Furthermore, various anti-inflammatory autacoids from the families of N-acylthelamolines, resolvins, protectins, and maresins may contribute to restoring homeostasis and anti-nociceptive activity.

### Some putative therapeutic inroads for topical analgesia

Based on the evidence discussed earlier, topical treatment of neuropathic pain may bring on meaningful analgesia through influencing local compartments of the skin, such as the keratinocyte. Topical treatments can be used either as monotherapy or as part of a multimodal pain management program, and both analgesic and anti-inflammatory compounds could be used or combined in such a topical preparation. The proof of concept has already been presented for a number of topically administered analgesic compounds.\(^\text{4,5,72,73}\) Sadly enough, dose-finding trials are sometimes skipped, leading to negative trials due to insufficient concentration of the topical analgesics or a suboptimal selected cream base.\(^\text{74}\) Much more development work is required in this field.

The emergence of new insight in the therapeutic role of autacoids in restoring neuro-immunological homeostasis also provides a novel option, and such autacoids can be combined in topical creams. The value of PEA in such a preparation, that is, in the form of a cream, is currently being explored.\(^\text{75}\)
Physicochemical as well as pharmacological properties of the drugs have to be taken into consideration while developing a topical preparation. Lipophilic compounds, for instance, will penetrate more easily into the skin and its target compartments when compounded in specific carriers as compared to hydrophilic drugs. Hydrophilic drugs need more elaborate pharmaceutical compositions, but modern techniques using liposomes are quite suitable for delivering such compounds to the various targets in the skin.

In the Netherlands, we cooperate with a compounding pharmacist who provides prescription analgesic creams, and most health insurance plans cover the expenses. We have thus build up considerable experience in testing and developing a variety of topical creams and selected a specific base, which is able to incorporate effectively both lipophilic as well as hydrophilic compounds (having a molecular weight less than 500 Da). This enables the successful mixing of the various components without any pharmacological and pharmaceutical complications. The clinical advantage of such a preparation might be that neuropathic pain could be managed by prescribing compounded creams containing one or more drugs such as amitriptyline, ketamine, clonidine, baclofen, and the autacoid PEA. Early observations seem to indicate that there might be a synergistic effect in therapeutic benefit.5,76–83.

Conclusion

Targeting the keratinocyte can be one of the novel breakthroughs in treating neuropathic pain via topical mechanisms in the skin, as outlined in this article. Both anti-inflammatory and analgesic compounds can serve as pharmacological tools in topical formulations to target and influence the keratinocyte and related tissue components, including free nerve endings. The keratinocyte offers a plethora of molecular targets, from alpha 1 receptors to receptors for autacoids, such as PEA, resolvins, and other lipid mediators. The authors postulate that topical formulations containing these compounds may have a role to contribute significantly to the pharmacological armamentaria of the physicians in the treatment of difficult-to-treat disorders such as neuropathic pain and CRPS.
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